· .• And-you can say that again!
By DAN HAGEN

Entertainment Editor
Young performers,
exuding enthusiasm and
self-confidence, are probably college theater's
strongest suit. The Eastern
Illinois University production of Pippin plays that
suit and wins kudos for all
concerned.
You walk out of the
theater with that airy,
all's-well feeling that a
good musical comedy can
provide. It's something like
a hit of laughing gas, but
lasts longer.
.
Strange that this upbeat
hangover should result
from what is, at root, a
cynical little morality play.
Pippin's stated message is
'Give up.' But to sell the
idea, the show employs
slick and rousing dance
numbers and performers
who

fairly

glow

with

vitality. So the production
Happily undercuts the
'lesson' Pippin learns: that
the best things in life are
dull (everything else is
worse.)
Pippin is a sort of
anti-Man of La Mancha, on
a romantic quest for
fulfillment which leads to a
disillusioned compromise.
His wide-eyed innocence
can come perilously close
to being cloying, but Rex
Rund sidestepped that pitfall Saturday night. He
reacts to his surroundings
with a natural and deft
irony. I'm told that Dan
SUllivan, the actor who is
double-cast in the title role,
turns in a compelling
performance. So you can't
lose whichever night you
see the show. Rund has the
asset of a beautiful voice,
and takes charge of the
stage when he sings.
I Lewis Blake's voice isn't
as good, but who cares? He
slinks and struts across the
stage as the Leading
Player, moving with a
stagy grace and sparkling

self-assurance that defies
criticism. He knows he's
good, and we have to
agree.
The music's all nice and
hum mabie (kudos to
musical director June
Johnson). Not a single
number falls short, and a
lot of the credit here must
go to choreographer Bob
Shook and the precision
whirlwinds he stages.
There are a couple of
near-showstoppers. Susan
Morse, as Pippin's
brightly earthy
grandmother, advises the
young mah to learn to
simply love life before
there's No Time at All.
Laurie Hadfield, as
Pippin's scheming stepmother, is the most likable
vixen I've seen in a while.
Her advice to Spread a
Little Sunshine is delivered
with nice comic timing,
demonstrating that her
assets are by no means
limited to a $pectacular
build.
Hadfield's devotion to
her son (Kurt Christensen)
is exceeded only by his
own. He plays the prancing
egomaniac as a live-action
cartoon character, a sort of
narcissistic Dudley
Doright, and the joke
works. Steve Scherer is too
young to play Pippin's
father, the king, but does a
creditable job.
Kathleen Scott, the
widow who falls in love
with Pippin and lures him
to home and hearth, has a
fine voice. Her son (Ian
Davis) is one of those
infuriatingly charming little kids.
The chorus is full of an
engaging energy and enthusiasm. Paul Mitri, ad- ,
ditionally, turns in a nice
vignette as a talking head
on the battlefield. His wry
views on the dubious dis-

tinction of being decapitated for king and
country really sell the bit.
You'd think he'd have done
well in a major role. But
casting this show must
have been an embarrassment of riches.
It's difficult to go on
forever thinking up
approbative adjectives, but
I'll try to carryon: "innovative and appropriate"
(Clarence Blanchette's
set) ; "provocative and
colorful" (Nancy Paule's
costumes) "effective"
(Mark Highland's lighting). At this point, the
reviewer risks sounding
like some sort of vapid
cheerleader. Let's just
wrap it up by noting that
Gabby (E.G. Gabbard to
the uninitiated) is the
director, and that his success should be clear from
all of the above.
Pippin's search for an
activity worthy at. bia.....
extraordinary nature runs
through military adventurism, hedonism, political
crusading, romantic- love
and nearly to suicide (with
short shrift given to
creative endeavors, by the
way). It's all razzle-dazzle
theatrics, with dead characters matter-of-factly
resurrecting themselves
and warriors cavorting like
chorus girls. Rund and
Scott's frustrating exertions in bed are humorously underlined by a pair
of male and female players
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against the audience's
expectations.
The show's viewpoint that the spirit of youth is
best suppressed - is a
tritely cynical one. But
this handsome young
troupe gives the lie to that .
philosophy.
.
The show continues today, Tuesday and Wednesday at 8 p.m. Rund will
play Pippin today and
Wednesday with Sullivan
starring Tuesday. Catching
both performances
wouldn't be a bad idea. It's
a show worth seeing twice.

in the background who
attempt to complete a
dance catch.
When 'Pippin finally opts
for the prosaic (feeling
"trapped and happy"),
Blake 'haughtily silences
the orehestra, clears the
stage and strips the set
(revealing a "backstage"
designed by Blanchette to
look more like a backstage
than a real backstage
would). It's a visual surprise in a medium which
tries to sustain the illusion
of dramatic reality, and it
works because it plays
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